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Inhomogeneous Surface Di�usion for

Image Filtering

Gary E� Ford and Adel I� El�Fallah

CIPIC� Center for Image Processing and Integrated Computing

University of California� Davis

Davis� CA �����

Abstract

Most of the recent work on inhomogeneous di�usion in image �ltering focuses on di�using

the isotope curve� We present a less familiar approach to the development of inhomogeneous

di�usion algorithms in which the image is regarded as a surface in three�space� The magnitude

of the surface normal controls a di�usion that evolves the image surface at a speed proportional

to its mean curvature� A discrete algorithm to implement this proposed di�usion is introduced

and we show experimentally that the algorithm develops singularities that reveal� preserve� and

enhance the underlying signal� If the input signal is an isolated noisy edge� this leads to complete

noise removal and enhancement without a�ecting the edge locality�

� Introduction

Methods of geometry�driven di�usion for image �ltering are often based on analogy to the di�u�

sion of heat� Perona and Malik ��� argued that the conduction coe�cient in the heat equation�

which is space invariant in the classic theory� should be allowed to vary spatially� They provided a

mathematical foundation for the concept of selective smoothing� More recent work on inhomoge�

neous di�usion in image �ltering has focused on di�using the isotope curve� and is based on a level

function or curve di�usion setting �	
���

We present a less familiar approach to the development of inhomogeneous di�usion �ID algo�

rithms in which the image is regarded as a surface in three�space� The approach we describe is also

related to the Perona and Malik anisotropic di�usion model ���� but rather than viewing the model
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as a di�erential equation in terms of the image intensity� we propose a surface di�usion model in

which the surface itself is di�used� We show in Section 	 that this is accomplished by introducing

a function that implicitly represents the surface� We then introduce a di�usion that relates the

magnitude of the surface normal to surfaces evolving at a speed proportional to the mean curvature

of the image surface� We also compare this di�usion to homogeneous di�usion� There has been

a surge of interest in anisotropic di�usion �see e�g�� ���� and in Section � we review some of the

related di�usions and compare them to our proposed framework� The properties of the proposed

di�usion interpreted geometrically are further discussed in Section �� The details of the discrete

implementation of a two�dimensional algorithm are described in Section �� The evolution of the

noise free and noisy edge are presented experimentally in Section �� Examples of applications to

image noise removal and transparent coding are given in Section ��

� Theory of Image Surface Mean Curvature Di�usion

��� The Surface Representation

By introducing the third coordinate of space z and assigning the image intensity to this coordinate�

the image can be characterized by

g �x� y� z � z � I �x� y � ��

and the surface S is said to be de�ned by

S � g �x� y� z � �� �	

The di�erential of g never vanishes� so the surface represented by g always exists ���� The

surface gradient rg has magnitude

jrgj �
q
� � I�x � I�y � ��

and the unit normal vector �eld of the surface is

N �
rg

jrgj
�

�
� �Ixq

I�x � I�y � �
�

�Iyq
I�x � I�y � �

�
�q

I�x � I�y � �

�
A � ��

	



��� Mean Curvature Di�usion

The di�usion of g is modeled by
�g

�t
� r � �Crg ��

and we are interested in an inhomogeneous di�usion in which the di�usion coe�cient is the inverse

of the surface gradient magnitude

C �
�

jrgj
��

This leads to the di�usion rate

�g

�t
� r �N � �

�

�x

�
� Ixq

I�x � I�y � �

�
A �

�

�y

�
� Iyq

I�x � I�y � �

�
A � ��

The �rst term on the right is the normal curvature in the x direction and the second term is

the normal curvature in the y direction� The mean curvature H is the average value of the normal

curvature in any two orthogonal directions and thus

�g

�t
� 	H �

Ixx

�
� � I�y

�
� 	IxyIxIy � Iyy

�
� � I�x

�
jrgj�

��

Thus� the image surface di�uses at a rate equal to twice the mean curvature and thus� this

process is known as mean curvature di�usion �MCD�

��� Relationship to Homogeneous Di�usion

In homogeneous di�usion� the di�usion coe�cient C in �� is constant and the di�usion equation

becomes
�g

�t
� r�g ��

where the Laplacian r�g is the divergence of the gradient of g� From the analysis given in ���� the

di�usion rate is

�g

�t
�

��g

�n�
� jrgj �	H � ���

where n is a coordinate in the direction of the surface normal� Thus� homogeneous di�usion is

seen to depend on the divergence in surface magnitudes represented by ��g

�n�
and jrgj� as well as
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the mean surface curvature� H� This is in contrast to the inhomogeneous di�usion of ��� which by

averaging only H� a divergence in direction that is void of magnitudes� preserves the underlying

signal that is characterized by divergences in magnitude�

� Related Di�usions

��� Curve Di�usions

Recent work on geometric di�usions in image �ltering has focused on di�using the isotope curve�

I�x� y � constant� The motivation has been to smooth the tangent to the isotope� thereby pre�

serving it� One di�usion model that has been suggested �	� reduces in the limit �of scale space to

a di�usion rate
�I

�t
� �� �

IxxI
�

y � 	IxyIxIy � IyyI
�

x

jrI j�
���

where �� is the curvature of the isotope and jrI j� � I�x� I�y � Complete analysis was provided which

shows the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the associated di�erential equation� This

analysis and the obtained results assume that the gradients are obtained after Gaussian smoothing�

In another approach ���� minimizing the functional
Z Z q

I�x � I�y dx dy� led to the di�usion in ����

Note that if the surface area functional

Z Z q
� � I�x � I�y dx dy is minimized� then it is simple to

show that the proposed di�usion in �� arises� Other work based on the level function or curve

di�usion setting include ��� ���

��� Eulerian Viewpoint� Viscosity Solutions

The isotope curve di�usions were motivated by recent work ���� which introduces a weak solution

for a di�usion related to ��� in arbitrary dimensions� This work was inspired by the earlier works

on viscosity solutions of nonlinear partial di�erential equations ���
���� The main di�culty of

this approach occurs when rI vanishes and ��� becomes unde�ned� This equation must then be

interpreted in some weak sense as in �����

��� Lagrangian Viewpoint� Di�erential Geometry

The Lagrangian approach is based on classical di�erential geometry mappings or parameterizations�

In this approach the image is a classic Monge surface represented by the tip of the position vector

�



r �x� y � �x� y� I �x� y� Mean curvature �ows from this viewpoint have been studied ���� ��� and

the short time existence of these mappings have been established ����� The main problem with

the mapping approach is the di�culty of handling topological changes� such as the development of

singularities� which are bound to form as the surface evolves and which cannot be directly studied

by the motion equation derived from the mapping ����� Ecker and Huisken ���� characterized the

longtime behavior of entire graphs of controlled growth of the motion

�r

�t
� �H n � ��	

where n is the unit surface normal vector� In a study of the local properties of the �ow in ��	�

they were able to obtain regularity estimates which are interior both in space and time ����� As a

consequence they were able to obtain a short time existence result assuming only a uniform local

Lipschitz condition for the initial surface� They also proved a general maximum principle for the

associated parabolic equations� and as an application of this maximum principle they showed that

nonnegative mean curvature is preserved by ��	 under reasonably weak conditions� They also

deduced that if the initial surface is a locally Lipschitz continuous entire graph over Rn� then the

mean curvature �ow of ��	 has a smooth solution with the initial data which exists for all time�

��� Proposed Approach� Surface Motion

Our proposed approach is a surface motion approach in contrast with the level function approach

discussed in Sections ��� and ��	� The proposed MCD can be related to the Lagrangian viewpoint of

parametric mapping of Section ���� We can show this relationship by tracking the point �r� t on the

surface� Straightforward analysis shows that the motion for MCD� up to tangential di�eomorphism

is equivalent to
�r

�t
� �

	H

jrgj
n ���

Thus MCD is very close to the motion in ��	�
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� Properties of Mean Curvature Di�usion

��� Edge Invariance

An important image structure� the edge� can be shown to be invariant to mean curvature di�usion�

To demonstrate this invariance consider the Gaussian blurred step edge of intensity �� and a blurring

standard deviation of ���� shown in Fig� �� From ��� the di�usion rate for MCD is twice the mean

curvature� and the mean curvature of the Gaussian blurred edge� computed from �� and plotted

in Fig� �� is virtually constant and equal to zero over an interval centered on the edge location� As

a result� the image intensity at the edge remains unchanged under MCD� as desired� The width

of the zero interval o�ers a desired numerical stability� In contrast� homogeneous di�usion ��� is

driven by the Laplacian� which has only a zero crossing with steep slope at the edge location� and

with a magnitude that is much larger than the mean curvature� This leads to strong changes in

image intensity across the edge�

�Figure � about here��

��� Basic Strategy�Iterative Averaging in the Small

The visual information in the intensity image I �x� y is characterized by the geometry of the

surface� edges� lines� corners� etc� This geometry for most images is more complex than lines

and�or corners� Algorithms which detect and separately process each structural type are often

complex and ine�cient� Our approach o�ers an alternative� by observing that even for complex

geometry� any surface locally is a plane having zero mean curvature� This implies that if MCD is

applied �in the small� or on a small kernel then the image structure will be preserved� Thus� MCD

will be implemented iteratively with a kernel of small spatial size �� � �� The need for iterative

processing requires a careful explanation�

Our basic strategy is to locally render the geometric features invariant and then patch the local

features by iterative averaging in order to capture the global geometry� The iterative processing

will follow the rotations and turns of the local planes� Similarly� curves� which locally are line

segments� will remain intact under MCD� At larger spatial scales� the variation in line orientation

will be captured by the iterative averaging that brings more spatial context to bear on the averaging

process� Thus� the spatial extent of the �lter is proportional to the number of iterations �time�

�



This iterative averaging with a small kernel leads to less interaction of nearby structures �edges

than does non�iterative averaging with a larger kernel�

��� MCD Stability

The di�usion coe�cient of MCD is

C �
�

jrgj
�

�q
� � jrI j�

� ���

and the di�usion will be stable because this coe�cient has a value in the interval ������ This is in

contrast to di�usions based on the coe�cient C � jrI j��� which is not de�ned where jrI j vanishes�

A threshold must be set on this coe�cient� introducing a discontinuity that results in a non�smooth

�lter�

In ���� it was shown that one�dimensional di�usion is well posed i� �� �s � �� where � �s is

a �ux function de�ned as � �s � sC �s� This condition was also used in ����� Note that the

proposed MCD coe�cient in ��� satis�es this condition since �� �s �
�
� � s�

�
�

�

�

� ��

� Algorithm Simulation and Implementation

We are proposing the di�usion of �� with the coe�cient of �� and by substituting for g using its

de�nition in ��
�z

�t
�

�I

�t
� r �

�
rz

jrgj

�
� r �

�
rI

jrgj

�
���

which shows that with the image regarded as a graph z � I �x� y� it is su�cient to only implement

�I

�t
� r �

�
rI

jrgj

�
� ���

in order to satisfy ����

	�� Discrete Realization

A one�dimensional ID is modeled by the equation

�I�x� t

�t
�

�

�x

	
C �x� t

�I�x� t

�x



���

�



where I�x� t is the image being di�used� I �x� � � I� �x is the original image� and C �x� t is the

conduction coe�cient� By taking a Taylor series expansion of I � approximating by ignoring higher

order terms� and approximating partial derivatives by �rst di�erences on three adjacent pixels x���

x�� x�� we obtain the iterative realization ���

I �x�� t � f��C �x�� I �x�� � ��� ��C �x��� ��C �x�� I �x� � ��C �x� I �x�gt�� � ���

	�� Maximum 
and Minimum� Principle� Causality� and Stability

The homogeneous di�usion equation satis�es the classical maximum �and minimum principle�

which states that the maximum �minimum occurs either at time zero or at the boundary� as long

as the evolution is forward in time �	��� This ensures stability� and is sometimes referred to as the

causality criterion since no new maxima or minima occur in the interior as we evolve in time� We

will now show that the realization derived in the previous subsection also satis�es the maximum

�minimum principle provided that the di�usion coe�cient C �x� t satis�es the simple condition�

� � C �x� t � ��

From ��� we have

I �x�� t � fImaxgt�� f��C �x�� � ��� ��C �x��� ��C �x�� � ��C �x�gt�� � fImaxgt�� � ���

where fImaxgt�� is the maximum value of I �x� t� �� Note that the inequality is true if C �x�� � ��

C �x� � �� and ��� ��C �x��� ��C �x�� � �� These inequalities are satis�ed if � � C �xi � � for

all i� Similarly one can show that no new minima will be created if the same condition is satis�ed�

thus this is the only condition we have to impose to guarantee the stability of the realization�

	�� Two Dimensional Inhomogeneous Di�usion Algorithm

A two dimensional di�usion algorithm results from a natural extension of the kernel given in ����

The Sobel operator �	�� is chosen to estimate jrI j and to implicitly remove noise �point to point

�uctuation� It was chosen because it is a di�erence of averages operator and because its response

to a diagonal edge is better than that of other di�erence of averages operators� The algorithm

follows�

�



�� Apply the Sobel operator to the current image to compute estimates of the two components

of the gradient ��Ix� �Iy�

	� Compute the magnitude of the surface normal

jrgj �
q
� � �I�x �

�I�y

�� Apply the �lter kernel to the current image

h� �
�

� jrg �x� � �� y� � �j
h� �

�

� jrg �x�� y� � �j
h� �

�

� jrg �x� � �� y� � �j

h� �
�

� jrg �x� � �� y�j
h�x�� y� � ��

P
�

i�� hi h� �
�

� jrg �x� � �� y�j

h� �
�

� jrg �x� � �� y� � �j
h	 �

�

� jrg �x�� y� � �j
h� �

�

� jrg �x� � �� y� � �j

�� Iterate as needed by returning to step ��

� Nonlinear Dynamics of an Edge

We study experimentally the dynamics of MCD when applied to edges as we proceed forward in

time� to verify the theoretical �ndings of Section 	 and to demonstrate the adequacy of the discrete

implementation derived in Section ��

��� Invariance and Developed Enhancement

The MCD algorithm was applied to the edge model of Fig� �� The noise free original edge and

the output after �� iterations are shown superimposed in Fig� 	 �bottom left� To understand this

result we recall the shape of the mean curvature of the original edge shown in Fig� �� and bear in

mind the most essential property of MCD� that of the spatial averaging of mean curvature� The

two pulses in Fig� � correspond to the mean curvature at the two shoulders of the ramp� Di�usion

occurs only at the shoulders since only there is H nonzero� while at the edge� di�usion is halted

since H vanishes� leading to edge invariance� The behavior at both shoulders is identical� and we

will thus describe only the behavior of the upper� This shoulder is surrounded on each side with

�



regions of zero mean curvature� From the right it is the �at region resulting from the leveling o��

From the left it is the plane region where the edge lies� These two regions of zero mean curvature

try to push the curvature at the shoulder from both sides to zero� and simultaneously di�usion is

halted in these two regions since H is zero� This push and the simultaneous halt of the di�usion

results in the pulse becoming impulsive �loss of spatial support and a higher magnitude� and also

in its shifting� These dynamics obtained experimentally are shown in Fig� 	� Notice that the shift

is inwards towards the edge location� The reason behind the shift being inward is that the extent

of the �at region is larger than the span of the edge� which follows from the de�nition of an edge�

�Figure 	 about here��

The experimental discrete data shown in Fig� 	 indicates that at time �� the mean curvature

is zero almost everywhere and the nonzero mean curvature has a spatial width of � pixel� a pulse

that can longer be di�used since it is surrounded by vanishing mean curvature of spatial support

larger than or equal to the kernel size �� � �� At this state the algorithm converges and the

surface becomes invariant to the di�usion process� Note that this state corresponds to three planes

intersecting in straight lines �the mesh in Fig� 	� it is evident that these three planes are an

enhanced version of the original edge with an intact location� This developed enhancement can

also be seen in the reduction of the edge�s span as displayed by the discrete mean curvature graphs

shown in Fig� 	�

The dynamics of the magnitude of the surface gradient are similar to those of the mean cur�

vature� in that this magnitude rises with time and maintains accurate edge location� This rise in

magnitude is another indication of the developed enhancement�

��� Noisy Edge

The MCD algorithm was applied to a noisy version of the edge model of Section ���� The original

edge with zero�mean additive white Gaussian noise with standard deviation of �� �SNR of about

�dB is shown in the �rst element of Fig� �� As can be seen this noisy edge is a rough surface of

high mean curvature� The MCD algorithm quickly averages the mean curvature creating smoother

patches �lower mean curvature� and as we iterate we bring more spatial context to bear on the

averaging process resulting in larger and smoother patches� The reduction of mean curvature occurs

progressively on small patches� First a small patch becomes smoother� then eventually planar� and

��



�nally joining other small planar patches to form planes�

�Figure � about here��

Local high mean curvature characterizes noise� and as it is locally averaged by the algorithm�

the ramp edge is gradually revealed� The ramp is also undergoing mean curvature averaging�

which leads to enhancement with the edge location intact� The dynamics of this averaging of the

underlying ramp are identical to that of the noise free edge presented in Section ���� The state of

convergence �not shown in Fig� � is identical to the noise free case shown in Fig� 	 �bottom left�

The algorithm completely removes the additive noise� and enhances the edge without a�ecting the

edge locality�

� Applications

To demonstrate the properties of the MCD algorithm of Section � it was used in two image pro�

cessing applications� image noise removal and transparent coding�

�� Image Noise Removal

To demonstrate the capability of the algorithm to remove noise while preserving structure� it was

applied to a moderately noisy gray scale image� A high quality image was chosen and zero mean

white Gaussian noise was added to produce a noisy test image� The noise variance was estimated

from a �at region of each image� following the suggestion in �		� that such an estimate is best

obtained from the di�erence between the image and a low pass �ltered version of the image� The

low pass �lter applied was a � � � uniformly weighted averaging �lter� A peak signal�to�noise

�PSNR was computed for each image�

In Table �� the noise variance and PSNR are given for the original and noisy images and for

the images produced by four and ten iterations of the MCD algorithm� The PSNR dropped by

�	 dB after noise addition� but was nearly �� dB above that of the original image after only four

iterations and nearly 	� dB above after ten iterations�

�Table � about here��

The original image� the noise�added image� and the results of four and ten iterations of MCD

processing are shown in Figure �� Since the e�ects of the processing can be di�cult to perceive in

��



a half�tone rendition� edge maps of these images� with a �xed edge gradient threshold� are shown

in Figure �� Note the excellent preservation of edges in the processed images�

�Figure � about here��

�Figure � about here��

�� Application to Perceptually Transparent Coding

In perceptually transparent image coding� the coding algorithm is designed such that the coding

errors are not visible to a human observer� The transparent coding algorithms discussed in �	��

are intended for application to high quality images having very high SNR� The compression ratio

of such algorithms is improved by �rst �ltering the image to remove non�visible noise and �ne

structure� This preprocessing �lter must not induce any observable distortion�

Potential �ltering algorithms evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively included� median� Lee

additive �	��� gradient inverse weighted smoothing �	��� maximum homogeneity �	��� edge and line

weights �	��� sigma �	��� anisotropic di�usion with a Gaussian kernel �ADG and a Cauchy kernel

�ADC ���� and MCD� The median �lter� anisotropic di�usion algorithms and the MCD algorithm

were found to provide the best performance�

Care was taken in the evaluation so that the number of iterations of each algorithm was chosen

so that no visible distortion was introduced� This was done by applying the MCD algorithm�

viewing at a distance of six times the image height� and having several observers agree that no

changes were introduced� The other algorithms were adjusted by comparing their results displayed

in pseudo�color� where all changes� both visible and non�visible in the gray�scale image� could be

observed�

This evaluation was performed on three images� the well�known Lena image� a busy aerial

image� and the bicycle image of Section ���� The variances of the original and processed images

are given in Table 	� For each image� the MCD algorithm provided the greatest decrease in image

variance� The ratio of processed to initial variance di�ers by over two orders of magnitude for the

three images� with the greatest decrease achieved on the bicycle image and the least on the aerial

image� It appears that this is directly related to the degree of structure in the image�

�Table 	 about here��
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� Conclusions

The representation of an image as a surface provides the basis for the development of a new

formulation for inhomogeneous di�usion� in which the di�usion coe�cient is the inverse of the

magnitude of the surface normal and the image surface evolves with a speed proportional to the

mean curvature� This averaging preserves image edges� as their mean curvature is zero� while noise

is averaged since it has high mean curvature�
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